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FIG. 6. Sketch of the experimental setup used in the first experiment demonstrating a violation of Bell’s inequality (Freedman and Clauser, 1972). The two photons emitted in an atomic
cascade in Ca are collected with lenses and, after passage
through adjustable polarizers, coincidences are registered us-

First entanglement (Bell) experiment
Freedman and Clauser, 1972
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One can even set up quite ridiculous cases. A cat is penned up in a steel chamber, along
with ... a Geiger counter [and] a tiny bit of radioactive substance.
Perhaps ... one of the atoms decays; if it happens, the counter tube discharges and
through a relay releases a hammer which shatters a small flask of hydrocyanic acid.
The psi-function of the entire system would express this by having in it the living and
dead cat (pardon the expression) mixed ... in equal parts.
- E. Schrödinger, 1935 (translated by J. Trimmer)
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conventional qubits approaches
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towards more extensive studies to explore the large-scale
quantum dynamics envisioned for a quantum computer.
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I. INTRODUCTION
ms for compuThe work of the past several years has greatly clarified
hichboth
have
prethe theoretical potential and the experimental challenges
sparked
invesof quantum
computation ⇥1 . In a quantum computer the
of each bit is permitted to be any quantum-mechanical
tualstatephysical
state of a qubit ⇤quantum bit, or two-level quantum system⌅.
eving
the conComputation
proceeds by a succession of ‘‘two-qubit quantum gates’’ ⇥2 , coherent interactions involving specific pairs
y demanding,
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computation as a succession of Boolean logic gates. It is now
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that the time evolution of an arbitrary quantum
state is
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of a digital logic state ⇤the quantum computation
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, quantum

namics of magnetic nanosystems and could point the way
towards more extensive studies to explore the large-scale
quantum dynamics envisioned for a quantum computer.
II. QUANTUM-DOT IMPLEMENTATION
OF TWO-QUBIT GATES

In this paper we develop a detailed scenario for how
quantum computation may be achieved in a coupled
quantum-dot system ⇥7 . In our model the qubit is realized as
the spin of the excess electron on a single-electron quantum
dot; see Fig. 1. We introduce here a mechanism for twoqubit quantum-gate operation that operates by a purely elec10
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Figure 2.4: The photos shows a RC-filter (left) and a sapphire heat sink on the PCB (right).

important, we have found that a sweep rate above 20 mT/min induces more heat per unit t

Because the FQHE is very temperature dependent the rate in which the magnet is swept is v

prevent large eddy currents slots are cut in the plates. These cuts reduces the eﬀective area

would be inexpedient in respect to Eddy currents, but profitable in respect to thermalization.

dissipation, so building a fridge with large cross sections of copper or silver, near the mag

resistance in the loop[4]. This also means that low resistance metal will give rise to a larger po

Figure 2.3: The left photo shows a bobbin installed on the bottom of the still plate. The right show
sapphire heat sinks and signal filters mounted on the mixing chamber plate.

Figure 2.3: The left photo shows a bobbin installed on the bottom of the still plate. The right shows
sapphire heat sinks and signal filters mounted on the mixing chamber plate.

resistance in the loop[4]. This also means that low resistance metal will give rise to a larger pow

dissipation, so building a fridge with large cross sections of copper or silver, near the magn
would be inexpedient in respect to Eddy currents, but profitable in respect to thermalization.

prevent large eddy currents slots are cut in the plates. These cuts reduces the eﬀective area a
thereby the induced Eddy currents.

Because the FQHE is very temperature dependent the rate in which the magnet is swept is ve

important, we have found that a sweep rate above 20 mT/min induces more heat per unit ti

Figure 2.1: The fridge, without vacuum cans (left). The right picture shows an overview of t
cooling stages, condensing (green) and pre-cool (red), figure taken from [7].

than the fridge can cool.

thereby the induced Eddy currents.

than the fridge can cool.

cools the 3 He even further which allows it to condense. The condensed 3 He is then mixed with

in the mixing chamber, where it will separate into two phases. One phase which is almost pure
and another (diluted) phase containing 4 He mixed with approximately 6% 3 He, see figure 2.2.

diluted phase is connected to the still chamber where 3 He is selectively removed by a weak he
and low pressure. This selective removal allows for continuous operation of the cooling cycle.
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low pressure is produced by a turbo pump mounted on top of the fridge. To restore equilibriu
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Double Quantum Dot as Entanglement Generator
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Quantum Strangeness III:
Particle Statistics and Topology
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New directions in the pursuit of Majorana fermions in solid state systems
Jason Alicea1
1

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, California 92697
(Dated: February 8, 2012)
as Fig.
2(b) illustrates.
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The 1937 theoretical discovery of Majorana fermions—whose
defining property is that they
are their
own
1
ators
d
=
x
A,x+1 +i B,x
2 ( to
anti-particles—has since impacted diverse problems ranging from neutrino physics and dark matter searches

the fractional quantum Hall effect and superconductivity. Despite this long history the unambiguous observation
N
X1
of Majorana fermions nevertheless
an outstanding
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highlights recent advances
B,1
A,1 remains
B,3 This reviewA,N
B,2
A,2
A,3goal.
in the condensed matter search for Majorana that have led many in the field to believe that this quest may soon H = t
x=1
bear fruit. We begin by introducing in some detail exotic ‘topological’ one- and two-dimensional superconductors that support Majorana fermions at their boundaries (b)
and at vortices. We then turn to one of the key insights
In this form it is apparent
that arose during the past few years; namely, that it is possible to ‘engineer’ such exotic superconductors in the
too—consistent with our r
laboratory by forming appropriate heterostructures with ordinary s-wave superconductors. Numerous proposals
conditions—since one must
of this type are discussed, based
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diverse
materials
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as
topological
insulators,
conventional
semiconducA,1 B,1
A,N B,N
A,2 B,2
A,3 B,3
fermion. However, as Fig.
tors, ferromagnetic metals, and many others. The all-important question of how one experimentally detects
chainthat
now
support ‘unpaired
Majorana fermions in these setups is then addressed. We focus on three classes of measurements
provide
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Josephson
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and interferometry.
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the statistics
Hamiltonian
(a)ofµ condensed
6= 0, t =matter
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Majorana fermions—the non-Abelian exchange
that in Eq. (17).
ordinary—though highly
non
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B
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for quantum
B
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1D
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ground-state
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in a |1
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ofstate
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most approaches,
topological quantum computation schemes evade decoherence at the hardware
level by storing
quantum
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information non-locally.
Here
anyons—can be implemented using
braiding
creation
and
movement
c we establish that a key operation—braiding of non-Abelian
one-dimensional semiconducting wires. Such wires can be driven into a topological phase supporting long-sought particles
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known as Majorana fermions that can encode topological
qubits.
We show that
in wire 21networks,
fermions can2 be
1
2
2 21
1
meaningfully braided by simply adjusting gate voltages, and that they exhibit non-Abelian statistics like vortices in a p + ip
superconductor. We propose experimental set-ups that enable probing of the Majorana fusion rules and the efficient exchange
of arbitrary numbers of Majorana fermions. This work should open a new direction in topological quantum computation that
benefits from physical transparency and experimental feasibility.
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2 in a 2D p + ip superconductor is intimately
5
among the foremost outstanding 3goals in physics
and
has non-Abelian
statistics
10,11
traditionally
been hampered by decoherence.
In thisbregard linked to vortices binding 2the Majoranas
f d 2 . We demonstrate that,
2
1
2
h
topological quantum computing holds considerable promise, as despite the absence of vortices, Majorana fermions in semicon- 1
here one embeds quantum information in a non-local, intrinsically ducting wires exhibit non-Abelian statistics and transform under
decoherence-free fashion1–6 . A toy model of a spinless, two- exchange exactly like vortices in a p+ip superconductor.
dimensional (2D) p + ip superconductor nicely illustrates the 1
We further propose experimental
setups ranging from minimal
1
circuits
(involving
onewire
wire and a few gates) for probing
key ideas. Vortices in such
a state
bind exotic
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Although two
mosttopological
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understanding
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1 Majorana
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or a finite-energy
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Figure 1 Scanning and transmission electron micrographs
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Here we report the observation of such
zero-energy peaks and show that they
F
rigidly stick to zero-energy while
changing B and gate voltages over
d
large ranges. Furthermore, we show
s
that this zero-bias peak is absent if we
take out any of the necessary ingredit
ents of the Majorana proposals, i.e.,
e
the rigid zero bias peak disappears for
o
zero magnetic field, for a magnetic
V. Mourik,1* K. Zuo,1* S. M. Frolov,1 S. R. Plissard,2 E. P. A. M. Bakkers,1,2 L. P.
field parallel to the spin-orbit field, or
Kouwenhoven1†
M
when
we
take
out
the
superconductivi1
Kavli Institute of Nanoscience, Delft University of Technology, 2600 GA Delft, Netherlands.
1
ty.
2
Department of Applied Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, 5600 MB Eindhoven, Netherlands.
We use InSb nanowires (15),
s
which are known to have strong spin*These authors contributed equally to this work.
r
orbit interaction and a large g-factor
†To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: l.p.kouwenhoven@tudelft.nl
B
(16). From our earlier quantum dot
experiments we extract a spin-orbit
(
Majorana fermions are particles identical to their own antiparticles. They have been
length lso 200 nm corresponding to a
theoretically predicted to exist in topological superconductors. We report electrical
la
Rashba parameter
0.2 eV•Å (17).
measurements on InSb nanowires contacted with one normal (Au) and one
This translates to a spin-orbit energy
s
superconducting electrode (NbTiN). Gate voltages vary electron density and define
2
2
m*/(2 )
50 eV (m* =
scale
o
a tunnel barrier between normal and superconducting contacts. In the presence of
0.015me is the effective electron mass
magnetic fields of order 100 mT we observe bound, mid-gap states at zero bias
S
in InSb, me is the bare electron mass).
voltage. These bound states remain fixed to zero bias even when magnetic fields
Importantly, the g-factor in bulk InSb
(
and gate voltages are changed over considerable ranges. Our observations support
is very large, g 50, yielding EZ/B
v
the hypothesis of Majorana fermions in nanowires coupled to superconductors.
1.5 meV/T. As shown below, we find
b
an induced superconducting gap
250 eV. For = 0 we thus expect to
c
All elementary particles have an antiparticle of opposite charge (for enter the topological phase for B ~ 0.15 T where EZ starts to exceed .
(
example, an electron and a positron); the meeting of a particle with its The energy gap of the topological superconductor is estimated to be a
antiparticle results in the annihilation of both. A special class of parti- few Kelvin (17), if we assume a ballistic nanowire. The topological gap
e
cles, called Majorana fermions, are predicted to exist that are identical to is significantly reduced in a disordered wire (18, 19). We have measured
n
their own antiparticle (1). They may appear naturally as elementary par- mean free paths of ~300 nm in our wires (15), implying a quasi-ballistic
ticles, or emerge as charge-neutral and zero-energy quasi-particles in a regime in micrometer long wires. With these numbers we expect
w
superconductor (2, 3). Particularly interesting for the realization of Majorana zero-energy states to become observable below one Kelvin
a
qubits in quantum computing are pairs of localized Majoranas separated and around 0.15 T.
a
gapis shown
region.
Symmetric
likely
originate from
from each other by a superconducting region in a topological phase (4– throughout
A typicalthe
sample
in Fig.
1B. We first resonances
fabricate a pattern
of
11).
narrow (50
nm) and
wider (21,
(300 nm)
on a silicon
substrate (20). current indicates
t
Andreev
bound
states
22),gates
whereas
non-resonant
Based on earlier semiconductor-based proposals, (6) and later (7), The gates are covered by a thin Si3N4 dielectric before we randomly
M
the proximity
hasnanowires.
not fully
developed
(23).
Lutchyn et al. (8) and Oreg et al. (9) have outlined the necessary ingre- that
deposit
a low density gap
of InSb
Next,
we electrically
contact
dients for engineering a nanowire device that should accommodate pairs those
Figure
2 summarizes
our
result.
Figure
2A (A)
shows
a set plot
of of td
nanowires
that have
landed
relative
to the
gates.
The lowFig.
3.properly
Gatemain
voltage
dependence.
2D color
of Majoranas. The starting point is a one-dimensional nanowire made of er contact in Fig. 1B fully covers the bottom part of the nanowire. We
dI/dV versus V traces takenVatand
increasing
mT mT
stepsand
from
voltage B-fields
on gate in
2 10
at 175
60 mKa
semiconducting material with strong spin-orbit interaction (Fig. 1A). In have designed the upperversus
contact to only cover half of the top part of the
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zero (lowest trace) to 490 mT (top trace), offset for clarity. We again
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Superconductor-nanowire devices from tunneling to the multichannel regime: Zero-bias oscillations
and magnetoconductance crossover
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Device #1:

We present transport measurements in superconductor-nanowire devices with a gated constriction forming a
Device
#2: two-sided
one-sided
(N-wire-S)
quantum
point contact.
Zero-bias features in tunneling
spectroscopy
appear at finite (N-wire-S-wire-N)
magnetic fields and oscillate
in amplitude and split away from zero bias as a function of magnetic field and gate voltage. A crossover in
200 nm
wide uncovered regions
150 nm wide uncovered
regionfields above ∼0.5 T enhance
magnetoconductance
is observed: Magnetic
conductance in the low-conductance
(tunneling) regime but suppress conductance in the high-conductance (multichannel) regime. We consider these
250 nm wide superconducting contacts
350 nm wide superconducting contact
results in the context of Majorana zero modes as well as alternatives, including the Kondo effect and analogs of
0.7 structure in a disordered nanowire.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.87.241401

PACS number(s): 73.21.Hb, 73.63.Nm, 74.45.+c

Bx

2

N

S

bias position as a function of magnetic field and gate voltage.
Ti/Au
We also
observed that the Ti/NbTiN
zero-bias conductance of the QPC
was enhanced by a magnetic field near pinch-off and suppressed at higher transmission, in qualitative agreement with
the trends described in Ref. 36 for the trivial-to-topological
crossover. These results are consistent with some but not all
predictions for Majorana zero modes and do not yet rule out
alternative
explanations such as Kondo-enhanced conductance
InSb
in confined structures or zero-bias peaks in single-barrier
structures analogous to 0.7 structure in QPCs.
InSb nanowires with a diameter of 100 nm26,37 were contacted by a superconducting lead (1/150 nm Ti/Au
Ti/Nb0.7 Ti0.3 N)
and one or two normal leads covering the wire ends (5/125 nm
Ti/Au). Data from two devices are reported. Device 1 had
normal leads on both ends, and device 2 had one normal lead,
as in Fig. 1(a). The width of the superconducting lead was
300 nm for device 1 and 250 nm for device 2, and the length of
the nanowire between the superconducting and normal leads

g (e /h)

SiO2 By zeroPhysical systems with Majorana quasiparticles,
energy modes with non-Abelian exchange statistics, represent
a topological phase of matter that could form the basis of
topologically protected quantum computation.1–3 Pursuit of
such systems has been advanced by a range of proposals,
including ν = 5/2 fractional quantum Hall states,4 p-wave
Ti/Au 5 cold-atom systems,6,7 and hybrid systems
superconductors,
of s-wave superconductors with either topological insulators8
or semiconductors.9–11 An attractive implementation calls for
coupling an s-wave superconductor to a one-dimensional
semiconductor nanowire with strong spin-orbit coupling. In
a magnetic field, tuning the chemical potential of the nanowire
so that200
the induced
superconducting
gap
lies well within the
InSb
Ti/NbTiN
nm
Zeeman splitting permits effective p-wave superconductivity
supporting Majorana end-state zero modes.12,13
Expected signatures of a topological phase in the nanowire
Vg peak14–16 and fracsystem include a zero-bias conductance
tional Josephson effect,9 both of which have been reported as
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Important check:
Reproduce previously observed behavior
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Thick
coating
We report
a procedure

for Molecular Beam Epitaxy growth of Aluminum contacts to InAs
nanowires. The methods results in an oxide-free epitaxial interface and highly transparent Ohmic
electrical contact. The fabrication of .

3

B (mT)

R (Ω)

R [Ω]

Semiconducting Indium Arsenide (InAs) nanowires
terface. Given the softness of the proximity gaps reported
f Ni
or have
Ti. been
To implemented
crease
is observed
low
fields
for |Vsdcontacting
| < 2∆/e
(NWs)
as the
active elementsat so
far[13,
14], alternative
schemesdisapneeds to
nanoscale electrical devices for a wide range of studbe investigated. Here we report new approach to makthein
Al
surface
pearing
when
B
>
Bc ∼ 60
mT. The absence of a
⊥
ies: Their high electron mobilities and low effective
ing electrical
devices from InAs nanowires with an oxidemass
provide
a good basis
for superior
field effect
free
interfaces leadingfilterto reproside
the
metal
zero-bias
supercurrent
isnanowire/metal
attributedepitaxial
to inadequate
transistors[1], their surface transport channels and high
ducible low-resistance electrical contacts. The method is
producibly
creing
of
the
electrical
wiring
the molecular
cryostat.
of
surface-to-volume ratio make them obvious candidates
based onin
a single
beam The
epitaxyresults
(MBE) growth
in chemical
ss for
tousethe
InAs sensors[2], and their strong spin-orbit of an InAs nanowire core and a metallic Aluminum (Al)
coupling[3, 4], large g-factors[5] and relative ease of connanowire
shell. Because of the ultra-high
vacuum of the
(d)
150
(a)
4
(b) the Al/InAs interface remains oxide-free
ed to
open
nartacting
to superconducting
(SC) contacts has led to a
MBE reactor
4
number of breakthroughs in quantum transport[6–8].
and leads to good electrical contact between the metal
ntacts
and the
100
Common for any such application of nanowires is the
shell
and the NW core. We demonstrate the subsequent
2 and this often be- fabrication of devices in a field effect2 transistor geometry
need for
reproducible ohmic contacts
n 12%
buffered
comes a pivotal step in the fabrication scheme. In this reby contacting
the metallic Al shell and locally exposing
50
B
ce spect
of the
back-accumulation layer of InAs prevents the the InAs channel,
the surface
c and characterize their electrical perforTc
of a strong
0 at the metal/NW mance.0 We discuss the potential of0this method for creiceformation
is coated
in Shottky barrier
interface and makes contacting easier than for most semiating superconducting contacts to nanowires and present
0 measurements
90
0 contact,1the oxide 2 electrical transport
osition.
Figure
conductors.
Nevertheless, to achieve
below the critical temT (K) prior perature of theθAl(deg.)
covers the wire surface needs to be removed
shell. We further demonstrate MBEh ofwhich
typical
deto metal deposition and various techniques have been
grown InAs nanowires coated by a partial shell thereby
to µm
tackle this problem. (c)
In the earliest work
leaving half the nanowire susseptible for gating while preithdeveloped
a ∼ 0.5
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Approaches benefitting from 2D top-down fabrication
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P H Y Scoupling
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that
the dependence of the Coulomb
L 106, 090503
(2011)
is governed by macroscopic electrical properties (capacitance of the island, resistance of the Josephson junction).
Tunnel couplings, in contrast, require microscopic input
(separation of the Majorana fermions on the scale of the
Fermi wave length), so they tend to be more difficult to
control.

and where a common phase is absorbed
electron operator c~ ¼ c exp½iArgðv1 Þ(. Th
Hamiltonian (9) has the same form as (3),
to two MBSs reduces (at the degeneracy p
Both Ref. [18] and the present proposal share the feacoupled to a single Majorana state "12 . T
ture that the gap of the topological superconductor is not
closed during the braiding operation. (The measurementfrom above therefore also carries over: by
approachofto systems
braiding also
falls in implementation
this category
Figure 1.based
Examples
allowing
of a Kitaev
chain.
changing
the
electron number of the dot,
[25].) Two other proposals [17, 19]
braid
the
Majorana’s
Flensberg
(a) A chain
of QDs
in a 2DEG.
The
QDs(either
are by
connected
to eachisother,
and
rotation
performed
by inducing
a topological
phase transition
elecFigure 2. Panel a): Minimal circuit for flux-controlled demonstration o

trical or by magnetic
means)
parts
of the system.
Since plates
to superconductors
(labeled
SC),inby
means
of quantum
pointform
contacts
(QPCs).
ducting
a Cooper
pair box in a transmission line resonator
the
excitation
gap
closes
at
the
phase
transition,
this
may
islands are
embedded
between the
twoP
transmon
plates.
Each
super
:jii !
"12 jii:
The first and the last dots are also coupled to external
leads.
The normal
state
12van
Heck,
et
al.
be problematic for the required adiabaticity of theMajorana
oper- bound states. At low energies, the
three overlapping Majoran
conductance
of
QPCs
between
adjacent
dots
or
between
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end
dots
and
the
FIG.
5:
Josephson
junction
array
Majorana
ation.
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so that e↵ectively the system hosts six Majoranacontaining
bound states,
labeled
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